Your solar journey
starts here
The Northern-European
Solar Energy Leader

GLASS / GLASS SOLID PRO PANELS
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About us

About us

About us

We believe in long-term
sustainability

European manufacturer of top quality PV cells and panels.

Our mission - to produce and supply technologically

In order to become the civilization we are today,

SoliTek is a member of the Global BOD Group family with

advanced photovoltaic cells and panels to the European

humankind has always took from nature more than

traditons in engineering, manufacturing and innovaton

market by ensuring their quality in each producton step

gave it back.

since 1998.

But this has to change, as we can’t ignore the
devastating effects of our deeds to the planet any
longer.

Ambitious brand for market experts

We have to expand our economies and businesses
sustainably, minimizing impact on the environment we
live in.
SoliTek is here to play an important role in the
environmental friendly global movement, producing
solar panels using only renewable energy, and
championing the Glass / Glass solar panel segment,
whose production requires less CO2 intense raw
materials.

Vidmantas Janulevičius
Founder and Chairman of the Board,
SoliTek and Global BOD Group

Secretary-General of the UN, Ban Ki-moon @ SoliTek factory.

Share capital

Assets growth

People power

Capacity

8.6 Million EUR

14%

80 employees

180 MW

Historical sales and projects
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Europe's greenest panel

SoliTek Solid PRO
The series of Glass / Glass PV panels created for
Rooftop and BIPV applications. Designed to prioritize
lifetime, reliability and long-term savings.

Green and innovative

Best choice for your wallet.
30 year savings
Largest savings
Performance for a lifetime

Applicability & Aesthetics

A house with a Solar PV system increases by ~3% in

100% Green

PV system that lasts!

23% more savings!

value and sells 20% faster! It makes sense to invest in a

Strenght & Safety

Market majority

+ 11%

High-quality Standart

Solid PRO (Glass / Glass)

0
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0.4

+ 23%
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Savings

* Levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) calculated for a 30 year period.
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Europe's greenest panel

Efficiency is important

Strong from very beginning
Factors causing 88% of
panel failures:
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Efficiency %

Efficienty warranty

95

87%
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• Delamination

85
80

• Cell breakage / Microcracks

75

• Glass breakage

70

• Backsheet failures

65

• Frame failures

60

• Corrosion

Product
warranty
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Lifetime

Green and innovative
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Market standard

Years

Our panels are indestructible!

SOLITEK Glass / Glass

Market standard
SOLITEK Glass / Glass

Market standard of 12 year product warranty and 25
year efficiency warranty sounds good only on paper.
This means that if the panel fails completely after 13
years it is not covered by any warranty.

Fire class A

Self-cleaning
effect

Extreeme load
resistance

Salt mist
resistance

Ammonia
resistance

Dust & sand
resistance

30 years product warranty
30 years of 87% efficiency warranty
50 years predicted lifetime

Glass / Glass panel is immune to
all these factors.
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Green and innovative

Poe is the key

Green and innovative

Anatomy of Solid PRO

Retained Efficiency (100% at 0 hrs)

110
100
90
80

Panel made
with ENGAGE TM

70

PV POE-based

60

Encapsulant Film

50
40
Panel made

30

with EVA-based
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Encapsulant Film
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Damp Heat Exposure ‒ Hours @ 85 ˚C/85% RH
Glass leaching caused drop in Short Circuit

Following 1000 h Damp Heat, both panels underwent 50 Thermal Cycles and 10

Current; no film or panel degradation.

Humidity Freeze Cycles. Both panels were then placed back into Damp Heat.

Most manufacturers are using EVA encapsulants.
We use POE.
No Acetic acids

100% Waterproof

No browning

Eliminates PID

Maximum Lifetime

Maximum Lifetime

POE

+

+

+

+

+

50 years

EVA

-

-

-

-

-

25 years

Back Glass

Poe lamination foil

3 mm, tempered

Optimum cell
protection

PV cells

Poe lamination foil

Front Glass + AR Coat

Optimum cell
protection

3 mm, tempered

Highest grade materials

No foil – no weak spot

Each component plays an important role in the lifetime

Backsheet is a 0.4 mm plastic sheet used in most of the

and performance of our panels. By using only the highest

panels on the market today. By eliminating this we are

grade materials we are able to offer industry-leading

able to dramatically reduce the rate of the panel failure.

product warranties.
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Europe's greenest panel

Strenght & safety

Green and innovative

Microcracks
Solar cell microcrack - result of mechanical forces
or thermal stress. 6% of panels have at least some
microcracks already after delivery. After load testing,

Micro cracks are visible only during
Electro Luminescence (EL) test

41% of panels have at least some microcracking. 8
cracked cells can immediately cause a power loss
of about 5% and significantly accelerate panels
Wet snow 3 m layer –
815 kg/m2

Fireclass

Dry snow 8 m layer 815 kg/m2

degradation.

Glass-foil panel

Depending on its composition, a rooftop will be rated at
a certain Fire Class: A, B or C.

Glass / Glass panel
Stress

Stress

Compression and stretching

Compression

Standard is rated Fire Class C. Glass / Glass is rated Fire
Class A.

Glass

Glass

Placing solar panels on the roof, affects the overall

Cell

rating of the house. Do you still want to put Class C
panels on your Class A roof?

Cell

Fracture

Glass

Foil

Strenght
5400 Pa (Standard) vs. 8000 Pa (Glass / Glass).

Stretching

Stretching

When glass-foil panels are stressed, cell cracks can occur

With Glass / Glass panels the cells are only bent along the neutral

which permanently reduce the yield of the photovoltaic panel.

axis and stretched or compressed. This prevents cell cracks.

One was designed to be cheap. The other - for
maximum reliability and long-term savings.
Source: 26th European Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference.
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Europe's greenest panel
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The exterior changer
Glass / Glass PV modules can be used in many applications
such as on-roof (pitched and flat), roofintegrated or façade.

Facade

Pitched roof

Green and innovative
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In roof

Europe's greenest panel
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Flat roof

Green and innovative
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Europe's greenest panel

Green and innovative

The element of construction
Gaps between solar cells can be increased for higher transparency
of the panel. Have an idea? Lets talk and we will find the solution.

Canopie

Greenhouse

Carport
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Europe's greenest panel

100% environmentally safe product
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Looking forward to hear from you

Questions? Need more details?

SoliTek has been manufacturing solar panels sustainably for years, using both solar and geothermal energy in the
process, sourcing only trusted parts and materials and recycling majority of the waste generated during manufacturing.
In 2020 a globally renown Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute certified SoliTek SOLID module range with a unique
Silver level certificate, approving SoliTek glass panels to be 100% compatible with European circular economy requirements.

Europe

Cradle to Cradle Certified™ is a globally recognized measure of safer, more sustainable products made for the circular
economy. Product designers and manufacturers around the world rely on the Cradle to Cradle Certified Product Standard
as a transformative pathway for designing and making products with a positive impact on people and planet.

Cradle to Cradle Certified™
Assessment Categories

+370 5 263 8774
info@solitek.eu
solitek.eu

MATERIAL HEALTH
The material health category helps to ensure products are made using chemicals that are as safe
as possible for humans and the environment by leading designers and product developers through

Lithuania

a process of inventorying, assessing and optimizing material chemistries.
MATERIAL REUTILIZATION
The material reutilization category aims to eliminate the concept of waste by helping to ensure
products remain in perpetual cycles of use and reuse from one product use cycle to the next.
RENEWABLE ENERGY & CARBON MANAGEMENT
The renewable energy & carbon management category helps to ensure products are
manufactured using renewable energy so that the impact of climate changing greenhouse gases
due to the manufacturing of the product is eliminated.
WATER STEWARDSHIP
The water stewardship category helps ensure water is recognized as a valuable resource,
watersheds are protected, and clean water is available to people and all other organisms.
SOCIAL FAIRNESS
The social fairness category helps ensure business operations that honor all people and natural
systems affected by the manufacture of a product.

+370 5 263 8774

saule@solitek.lt
solitek.lt

solitek.eu

